Chu moy

The headphone amplifier is designed around single or dual-channel operational amplifiers
op-amps such as Burr-Brown 's OPA or OPAPA, however, a wide variety of op-amps have been
successfully implemented. As the op-amp directly drives headphones some care should be
given when choosing an op-amp, some op-amps are not suitable for such low impedance loads
and will result in poor performance. The amplifier's design is quite simple. It consists of only a
few components, can be assembled on a small section of protoboard , has a lower parts cost
than other headphone amplifiers, and can run for many hours on a single 9 volt battery. Power
is supplied to the opamps using a dual power supply, which effectively divides the input voltage
source in half to create a virtual ground. Many virtual ground circuit options are presented in
the various CMoy tutorials found online. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article may
contain excessive or inappropriate references to self-published sources. Please help improve it
by removing references to unreliable sources where they are used inappropriately. September
Learn how and when to remove this template message. Archived from the original on Dans
Data. Retrieved Categories : Audio amplifiers. Hidden categories: Articles with self-published
sources from September All articles with self-published sources. Namespaces Article Talk.
Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. I Wanted to make one of these for a while now, not because
my mp3 player lacked the power to drive my ashamedly poor headphone or that my
headphones had a high impedance but because I shall be ready. I also loved the look of the
penguin mints Bought from Thinkgeek, this only aided my decision to make this amp. So when i
decided it was time to stop dreaming and start injuring myself with the soldering iron, i checked
instructables first and was amazed to see no one had posted an instructable for this immensely
popular diy amp. So i set about making my own, and this is how it went Note: for high res
images layout images please visit my photobucket, as they are compressed here. The tools you
need for this build are nothing special. All you need is: A soldering iron Some wire strippers or
in my case a leatherman squirt A multimeter Pictured below my tools. The soldering station is
an xytronics lf that i got about 3 weeks ago. Highly recommend xytronics if you are after a good
soldering station. The only thing i had real trouble with getting for this build was the
protoboard. Being a radioshack model i found it hard to get in the uk, however after a little
digging i found a great website that stocks many radioshack components in the uk at good
prices. Also for uk Builders i highly recommend digikey, they are us based which made me
think the delivery would take along time however, i ordered Thursday night and they were here
by Saturday morning. To start you will need to understand the board, as you will see from the
images below there are two sides. One side played in copper and the other with white markings
to show where the copper beneath is. The diagram shows the layout and polarity of the
capacitors in this section. The purpose of this socket is to allow you to change op-amps without
the need to solder, it also prevents the amp from getting hot and damaged during soldering by
eliminating the need to solder it on the board NOTE: the orientation of the ic socket, notch
towards the bottom. As you will see i have bent the resistor legs to make it look neither, i
suggest you do the same. Also 2 lengths of wire need to be soldered, the diagram shows these
on top however as show in the image below i soldered them beneath also for neatness. I
recommend you use a continuity tester in a multimeter to test from solder bridges and shorts,
remembering where the jumpers are. Now onto adding the external parts. First step is to solder
wire to all the pins of the headphone jacks, about 2 inches long. Note: i means input. As you will
see from the image below, all the connections for the jacks and pot are listed, take a few
minutes to understand it all. Next plug in only your headphones and put the gain up full and
listen for any static, if all is good then plug in your mp3 player and take it for a test drive. I didn't
get any images of this as it is pretty straight forward, drill a hole big enough for the part to put
through and well, put it through the hole. This will stop shorting. If you liked this instructable
please comment, rate and show to others. I also entered this for the thinkgeek competition as
not only did i buy the tin from thinkgeek but they also offer a mint tin cmoy, this shows you how
to make that famous thinkgeek product. Would using a uf 50v cap instead of the 35v increase
the output volume and be safe to use? If not what would? Reply 5 months ago. Voltage rating of
a capacitor has nothing to do with it, it's basically just how much it's designed to withstand.
Reply 9 years ago on Introduction. You should be safe to use a cap with a higher volts rating so
long as it's the same value. Thanks a lot Chu. Being an audiophile, I always wanted my
headphones sound great. Some of my headphones have high impedence, makes it difficlut to
produce good output over mobile phones and MP3 players. I'm gonna try this. Let's see what
happens. Hi, I am confused on how to connect the potentiometer and the input jack. Could you
elaborate on this part for me and maybe take a look at my build to see where I am going wrong?
Reply 5 years ago on Introduction. I would advise going elsewhere to obtain the Op-Amp,
maplins - in my experience doesn't offer any op-amps that are overly suitable for this purpose.

Have a look for the OPA which has replaced the older i used in my tutorial. Failing that, i can
certainly post out some spares i have laying around here. I've just built the board for this and
I'm ready to solder in the potentiometer but I've gone for a standard stereo pot as opposed to
the alps rk I'm not sure how to wire the six lugs up to the board, any tips? Thanks man. Built it
and it's running perfectly. Reply 6 years ago on Introduction. Thanks man! But I couldn't find
anything related to Inkscape I assume you are talking about free vector drawing app in this or
any other of your instructables : Perhaps you have a tutorial or willing to share some templates
you created? I'll try to create my own in Illustrator Introduction: Headphone Amp Chu Moy. By
Cew27 Follow. More by the author:. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Easy
Zoom Quit Button by randofo in Arduino. Mars Clock by prdassonville in Clocks. Reply Upvote.
KarloHorcicka calligan Reply 5 months ago. SidS27 4 years ago. Mylomine 5 years ago on
Introduction. Cew27 killer Reply 5 years ago on Introduction. I love your perfboard diagrams!
Did you use some kind of software or made templates yourself? Cew27 bratan Reply 6 years
ago on Introduction. Inkscape mate. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor
your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are
consenting to our use of cookies. Forums New posts Search forums. Articles New articles New
comments Search articles. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New
posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience,
please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date
browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an
alternative browser. Chu Moy's modified Linkwitz crossfeed vs Jan Meier's natural crossfeed.
Thread starter Casull Start date Sep 7, Joined Oct 11, Posts 16 Likes 0. Does anybody have any
first-hand experience with both of these circuits? If so, could you please describe how you felt
about them and if one was superior to the other? Joined Jul 5, Posts 1, Likes Thank you. I'll
build Meier's circuit first and then the others as time permits. Will add my own 2 cents if I can
adequately convert my impressions into words. You must log in or register to reply here. Users
who are viewing this thread. I spend a lot of time wearing headphones. A computer is my
principal source of musical entertainment, and my Sennheiser HD s are my preferred output
transducers. It's been a while since my main computer was even connected to a speaker
system. Headphones need about a thousandth as much power as loudspeakers to achieve
similar sound pressure levels at the eardrums. This generally means a few milliwatts per side, at
most, for normal listening. A few tens of milliwatts, for loud music or if you're using unusually
inefficient 'phones - as with loudspeakers, manufacturers of high-end headphones may
sacrifice efficiency for higher fidelity. You wouldn't think even cheap music hardware would
have much trouble delivering this little power. But, actually, even quite expensive home stereo
gear frequently doesn't drive headphones very well, especially at high volume. And if you're
pumping your tunes out of a mobile multi-faceted transformative device at sufficient volume to
cut through the sound of the bus, surf or very upset policeman tied to a chair , you're likely to
be asking for rather more power, from an amp of rather lower capability. Because market
research has determined that most consumers are cloth-eared gits non-critical listeners,
manufacturers of audio hardware in general and portable players in particular often don't care
much whether their products drive headphones very well. Lots of cheap portables also come
with ghastly bundled earphones that add their own vacuum-cleaner-tube ambience to
everything. Even if you avoid these problems, though, many portables sound OK playing quiet
and lousy playing loud. This is partly because of cost cutting tiddly little amp chips, running at
less than their full rated input voltage , and partly because of battery life maximisation. A player
with, say, 16 hours of playback time from two quality AA alkalines not at all uncommon these
days is only drawing around milliamps out of them, on average. The mere 20mA-odd that you
save by making the headphones draw 50 milliwatts less probably a bit more than 20mA,
actually, if you take amplifier inefficiency into account would chop play time down to about 14
hours, which is something that consumers notice a lot more readily than dodgy audio at full
volume. The power-saving issue is a bigger one for players that run even longer than this, of
which there are more than a few these days, and for tiny players that run from super-slim
rechargeable batteries or a single AAA cell. One AAA alkaline isn't likely to be able to provide
much more than a fifth as much energy as two AAs. And then there are those simpler problems,
like when you're watching a DVD on your computer and even after you've turned up every
volume slider at your disposal, the audio through your headphones plugged into the
appropriate output on the back of the computer is still so quiet that you can clearly hear the
power supply exhaust fan. Headphone amplifiers are standard equipment for 'phone-loving
audiophiles. Basic models don't cost much, but, as usual, the sky's the limit for the amount of
money you can spend if you start talking valve-powered zero-tolerance Class-Better-Than-A
voodoo-infused gear. You don't have to spend a fortune for a commercial headphone amp , but

it's definitely possible. Your eyes do not deceive you. This headphone amplifier is built into a
Penguin tin. I think that's pretty darn cool, myself, and so do a lot of other people who've
bought amps of this type. Or built them. The circuit this amplifier uses, you see, was invented
by a chap called Chu Moy, who published it here , for anyone to build or improve upon. Chu
created a monster. So-called "CMoy" amps spread like wildfire through the audio-twiddler
world. With good reason; they're based on a simple operational amplifier chip, need few other
components, run happily from a simple nine volt battery for a long time, and sound really good.
Now, in addition to the three Addendums so far that've been added to the original CMoy project
page and a couple of related projects also on the Headwize site, you can find CMoy-based
circuits and related info in various places on the Web. There are lots of 'em here , for instance.
Here's a neat how-I-did-it page. Heck, CMoys have even been on TV now. If you're handy with a
soldering iron and short of cash, a CMoy is just a few hours' soldering away. I coulda built one
if I'd wanted to. Sure I could. But I'm a busy man , so I bought one instead, from a guy called
Brandon. A kid called Brandon, actually; he's still in high school. But the enterprising lad builds
a perfectly good little amp, and sells the things on eBay. Brandon doesn't have any for sale, as I
write this. If you just can't wait, try doing a titles-and-descriptions search for "cmoy", "chu moy"
and such, and you'll find plenty more, constructed with varying degrees of professionalism. All
CMoys are not alike, and I dare say some seriously screwed-up ones have been made and
possibly even sold. But, in the real world, most CMoys are pretty darn similar. Inside the
conveniently hinged tin, this is pretty much a reference standard home-made CMoy. It's only
built on strip-board, not a custom-made circuit board, but the hook-up wires are right length, the
wire links on the board are tidy, and the connections are neatly heat-shrunk over non-lumpy
soldering. Nothing scratched, nothing dented, nothing jammed in place. Little foam cushion
under the battery. Because this is a bespoke amplifier, made to order for the discerning nerd,
you can order one with extras. I wanted a DC input jack, to save the battery when I was using
the amp on my desk It's just wired in parallel with the battery connector, so it's not necessarily a
brilliant idea to leave the battery connected while running from DC power, and it's also good to
put a bit of tape over the terminals of the battery snap while it's just floating around
unconnected inside that metal tin. But audio products from major international manufacturers
have shipped with much worse problems than this. Connecting an amp like this to your
computer, portable player or whatever is easy. Plug in no harm will be done if you get the plugs
the wrong way around , flick the switch on the side, admire the green LED, and get listening.
The volume control in this common CMoy layout is between the two plug connectors, which is
slightly inconvenient, but also guards the knob from accidental turning if the amp's sitting in
your pocket. I ran the CMoy from the cheap carbon-zinc battery it came with for a while, then
decided to dig up a plugpack for it. I'm sure it'll turn up the next time I'm looking for the box full
of Lian Li case parts. Close to the top of the box, there was a perfect, late-model, switchmode,
regulated, one amp rating, nine volt DC plugpack, complete with its perforated rubber strip of
interchangeable output plugs. The "regulated" part of the above plugpack description is
important. You can't necessarily plug any old "9VDC" adaptor into a device that normally runs
from nine volts worth of batteries. Any old adapter may work, if the device is made to accept a
wide input voltage range, but you shouldn't assume that. Unregulated plugpacks, you see, only
deliver their rated voltage when they're fully loaded. The lighter the load, the closer they get to
their open-circuit voltage, which is root-2 times their rated voltage. For a 9V pack, that's
Regulated plugpacks always deliver their rated voltage, no matter what load they face. The
current capacity of the power adapter, by the way, doesn't matter when you're running
something that draws as little juice as a CMoy. Few plugpacks are rated at less than mA, and
that should be enough for at least ten CMoys. Excess current capacity isn't dangerous, though;
I could run the CMoy from my amp-capable bench power supply and in fact did, for the power
consumption measurements below without any danger beyond the chance of entertainingly
welding the supply leads together and popping a fuse in my ammeter if I was clumsy. It irks me
when people reviewing audio gear rabbit on about "air" and "space" and "musicality" as if those
terms meant anything. The easiest person in the world for you to fool is yourself, and you'll be
especially prone to do it when you're trying out some new gadget that's meant to make your
music sound different. It's well established that people normally perceive a small volume boost
as being a sound quality improvement, and you can't do a blinded test when you're plugging
and unplugging a widget on your desk. That said, though, I'm very pleased with the sound of
the CMoy. I auditioned it with computer audio I'll get to the mobile device tests shortly - I've got
a few little MP3 players on my to-review pile The obvious difference was that the CMoy could
drive my HD s much louder than the computer could by itself. Awww , yeah. Live fast , go deaf
young. Before I got the amp, I'd grown used to hearing clear buzzy distortion on low bass when
I wound the volume up. I assumed it was the poor Sennheiser headphone transducers being

pushed past their limits. Nope, it was the wimpy motherboard sound hardware running out of
juice, and clipping. When powered by the amp, the 'phones remained clear and defined well
past this volume level - deep into the unwise-loudness zone. And, yes, though I wouldn't swear
to it in court, computer audio does sound crisper and better defined, to me, through the amp.
It's not a night and day difference, but I do think it's there. The amp certainly doesn't seem to
add any noticeable character of its own. Amplifiers are meant to be "straight wires with gain";
this one pretty much is. A headphone amp can't put back what wasn't there in the first place, of
course. Many PC audio adapters these days have quite acceptable output quality - their signal
to noise ratio may not be great, but if you're not into music with a lot of quiet passages, this
makes no difference to anything. Many digital audio files, however, don't sound too good, and
game sound is of highly variable quality too. You mustn't expect a new amp and fancy pair of
headphones to make 96 kilobit per second MP3s sound nice. I've listened to quite a lot of music
through the amp now, though, from the cool and cooler , through the retro-wacky and
spaciously rhythmic. OK, some of my test material lacked a certain finesse , but much of it
didn't. As I said, superior clarity at modest volume, I can't swear to. Think it's there, don't trust
my brain. But excellent clarity at much higher volume than I could manage before - that's
definite. Winding everything up to maximum for the Passacaglia and Fugue in C Minor , sipping
my Drambuie, and reflecting on the nature of decadent society, was worth the purchase price by
itself. The CMoy circuit is, by the way, very well behaved. There's no pop on turn-on, and just a
brief rasp on turn-off as the caps run out of juice. When running from the plugpack, I managed
to create ghastly buzzes when wiggling the input plug and DC plug in their sockets, as the
plugpack and computer engaged in an animated discussion concerning just what earth should
be taken to be. A plugpack with nasty dirty output might create a permanent buzz. The one I
used isn't a special super-quiet audio model, though, and seemed as quiet as the battery, when
I wasn't frobbing the connectors. The CMoy's quiescent power draw, with or without its input
plug connected, is 16 milliamps at nine volts. Listening to something suitably doof y with my
Sennheisers pumping about as loud as I'd ever want them to boosted the current consumption
to a big 18mA or so. Taking the 'phones well and truly off and winding everything to eleven gave
an average draw of a bit more than 20mA, with absolute screaming peaks up around 24mA.
Next, I wound the supply voltage down, to test low-battery performance. Surprisingly, the amp
kept playing quite strongly, with only slightly reduced volume, down to not a lot more than four
volts. I didn't do critical listening tests to see whether there was any loss of fidelity, but it
sounded pretty much OK to me. This is impressive. It means this amp should be able to use
pretty much all of the capacity of its battery, and it also means you can grab a couple of
alligator clip leads and run it from a six volt lantern battery, in a pinch. More practically, 20mA
isn't too ferocious a load even for a weedy little 9V battery. A decent 9V alkaline ought to deliver
not much less than 30 hours of service at this load see this PDF datasheet. A carbon-zinc 9V
battery like the one that came with my CMoy datasheet here should manage around 20 hours. If
you're really looking for value, then six AA alkalines in a holder would give you rather more than
a hundred hours of service, and six humble D-sized carbon-zinc cells would probably last rather
more than a fortnight. A rechargeable 9V battery wouldn't be that great an idea, unless you
intend to use the amp a great deal and don't mind charging the battery fairly often.
Rechargeable nine volters all have pretty miserable capacity and often deliver only 7. If you use
headphones a lot, and often wish they were a bit louder, then you need a headphone amp. Never
mind airy-fairy audiophile double-talk; your headphones probably can play painfully loudly
without running out of puff, if only the amp driving them can provide enough power. Tweak the
volume appropriately without quitting, or tempting fate by switching back to the desktop. Now,
if your headphones are awful bargain-bin pieces of plastic garbage, your first purchase should
be a decent set of cans man , rather than something to make your current crap smellier. Hie
thee to the hi-fi store with some of your favourite CDs, and do some auditioning. You can get a
seriously excellent pair of headphones for the price of a quite modest pair of speakers, and it's
not too hard to figure out what's likely to suit you. If you've got some decent 'phones, though, a
simple amp like a CMoy can considerably increase your listening pleasure. More volume, and
very probably better sound too. My CMoy pusher. Chu Moy headphone amplifier Review date:
20 March Last modified Dec Or you can choose not to choose a commercial product. You can
choose something else. Something like this. Hooking up Connecting an amp like this to your
computer, portable player or whatever is easy. In the course of so doing, something happened
which I feel duty-bound to mention. I've got a box full of wall-wart power adapters. I just had to
tell you all that. Sometimes, fate smiles. Listening It irks me when people reviewing audio gear
rabbit on about "air" and "space" and "musicality" as if those terms meant anything. Power
consumption The CMoy's quiescent power draw, with or without its input plug connected, is 16
milliamps at nine volts. Overall If you use headphones a lot, and often wish they were a bit

louder, then you need a headphone amp. And tons of battery life from a plain old nine-volter.
And the sheer geekly joy of owning a lolly tin with a switch and a light. Highly recommended.
See also The same, only more so. Here's another headphone amp option. Give Dan some
money! Web hosting kindly provided by SecureWebs. Forums New posts Search forums.
What's new New posts Latest activity. Members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles
only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Desire to learn and share
knowledge of science required as is 20 years of participation in forums not all true. Come here
to have fun, be ready to be teased and not take online life too seriously. We now measure and
review equipment for free! Click here for details. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience,
please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter amirm Start date
Oct 8, Oct 8, This is a review and measurements of the "biosciencegeek" CMOY headphone
amplifier. It is built out of myriad of IC dual opamps with the circuit so simple that just about
anyone can put one together. I probably built mine 20 years ago and helped my son build one
about 8 years ago. I remember being shocked how much better it sounded compared to the
native output of my laptop. The specific version loaned kindly to me by a member was prebuilt
in a beautiful Altoids box trademark of the Cmoy builds :. I think I am going to build this with my
GF's kid. Vini darko Major Contributor Oct 8, Cute little amp. Looking forward to the inevitable
scematics posting and conversation. O2 got me going. I was lucky that I got a fairly good audio
interface focusrite forte so I was doing measurements since day 1. AudioTodd Active Member
Oct 8, Joined Oct 17, Messages Likes Joined Mar 21, Messages 29 Likes Pow Chu Moy made the
first Internet forum specific to the headphone hobby Head-Wize back in the s, and filled it with
designs and reviews and other content. AnalogSteph Major Contributor Oct 8, Joined Nov 6,
Messages 1, Likes Location. Looks like we've got a TLE rail splitter in this one. It may be
running out of current into 33 ohms, the worse behavior at 12 V suggests some sort of current
limiter kicking in for sure. Otherwise it's the opamp. We're talking 10 mA rms or 14 mA peak at
this point. If you wanted to drive Grados, you'd go for an apheared circuit or similar instead.
You could probably get And that they did. Headphones were a pretty niche subject in general.
Things didn't truly go mass market until the first FiiO amplifiers came out in around ish. Joined
Nov 21, Messages Likes 1, Wow, this is actually better than I expected. I built a number of these
years ago, the first using the classic Radio Shack prototyping board, the rest using a custom
PCB from a Head-fi member. It was trivial to add a volume potentiometer and an 8-pin DIP
socket for op-amp swapping. I was using low-impedance headphones at the time and had to
add 0. Apparently it is a collector's item now due to its rarity. Last edited: Oct 8, Joined Dec 31,
Messages Likes YSC said:. Joined Mar 30, Messages Likes 1, So this little guy is mine. I
happened to have been going through a box of old electronics when I found it. On a whim I
asked Amir if he'd like to measure it, not really expecting him to be as enthusiastic about it as
he was. Glad it made its way to the site. The range of review types is just one reason the site is
so good. Thanks, Amir! Perhaps of note is that when going through my old old emails with mr.
Distortion is quite high above a few KHz. It's really designed to be used in DC or low frequency
applications. The is The and are far inferior in load driving capability and you're pretty much
inviting much higher distortion by using them. I'm not trying to be flippant about it I'm not upset
or anything , but the choices people make for their CMoys to go with chips like the OPA, I think,
contributes greatly to the later impression people come to that they'll benefit tremendously from
buying a commercial portable amp. JohnYang said:. OPA is very good when within its
capability. The dashboard is not loaded or k , there's no reason for it to perform poorly rather
than the design itself. That's good to know. If you were building a CMoy which op-amp would
you pick? If I can add a couple of things - I don't think the original CMoy circuit was designed
for low impedance headphones. Chu Moy's original article on Head-Wize contains an entire
appendix that describes the additional modifications that are necessary to drive low-Z phones.
So, my opinion is that it isn't exactly fair to test a device for an application it wasn't designed for
and then claim it measures poorly. Secondly, as AnalogSteph points out, 1mW is plenty for
many high impedance headphones. Yes, THD rises when driven beyond its design range, but so
does every single other amplifier in existence. I am therefore puzzled by the headless panther
rating. Joined Mar 24, Messages 83 Likes Thread Starter You must log in or register to reply
here. Thread starter Similar threads Forum Replies Date What music genres do equipment
distortions affect strongest? Similar threads. What music genres do equipment distortions
affect strongest? Started by Raindog Feb 14, Replies: 6. General Audio Discussions. Fun topics,
videos, etc. Are the ATH wsis a good pair of headphones for strong and precise bass which
doesn't overpower other frequencies? Started by Frugert Jun 24, Replies: 7. Top Bottom. Feb
14, Strong Immune Systems. May 3, Jun 24, This is a Chu Moy headphone amp I made. You can
see the thread here. All Rights Reserved. This LC Meter allows to measure incredibly small
inductances making it perfect tool for making all types of RF coils and inductors. The circuit

includes an auto ranging as well as reset switch and produces very accurate and stable
readings. The output waveforms can be both amplitude and frequency modulated. Chu Moy
Headphone Amp. The meter is a perfect addition to any power supply, battery chargers and
other electronic projects where voltage and current must be monitored. It is a very useful bench
test equipment for testing and finding out the frequency of various devices with unknown
frequency such as oscillators, radio receivers, transmitters, function generators, crystals, etc. It
can be connected to any type of stereo audio source such as iPod, Computer, Laptop, CD
Player, Walkman, Television, Satellite Receiver, Tape Deck or other stereo system to transmit
stereo sound with excellent clarity throughout your home, office, yard or camp ground. It also
analyzes transistor's characteristics such as voltage and gain. It is an irreplaceable tool for
troubleshooting and repairing electronic equipment by determining performance and health of
electrolytic capacitors. Headphone amplifier is small enough to fit in Altoids tin box, and thanks
to low power consumption may be supplied from a single 9V battery. It's small, power efficient,
yet customizable through onboard 2 x 7 perfboard that can be used for connecting various
sensors and connectors. Arduino Prototype uses all standard through-hole components for
easy construction, two of which are hidden underneath IC socket. You can control lights, fans,
AC system, computer, printer, amplifier, robots, garage door, security systems, motor-driven
curtains, motorized window blinds, door locks, sprinklers, motorized projection screens and
anything else you can think of. There are several different publically-available crossfeed
circuits. I was happy enough with this circuit that I made PCBs for it and offered them in my
shop for years. Due to dropping demand, I can no longer make PCBs for this project
economically. This circuit is simple enough that a PCB is a fairly minor convenience. I do have a
version of the schematic here. The circuit uses four capacitors and resistors, depending on
whether you want single-level crossfeed or a high and low crossfeed setting. I prefer the high-Z
version because I think the crossfeed circuit works better between a source and a headphone
amplifier. The low-Z version is for use directly ahead of the headphones, a poor place for a
crossfeed circuit, in my opinion. A bonus of using the high-Z version of the circuit is that its
capacitor values are lower, allowing higher quality capacitor types to be used. If you really
wanted try the low-Z version of the circuit, you would need to compromise on capacitor quality,
since more compact capacitors generally sound worse. I will use the high-Z values exclusively
below. Not all capacitor lines have 0. Since C1 is 0. The best sort of caps for this application are
polypropylene film-and-foil. The best widely-available polypropylene film-and-foil cap line is the
Orange Drop P series. These are very large caps for their capcity, so you might want to look into
something more compact. Panasonic used to offer the ECQP line, which was a great
compromise between quality and compactness, but they have discontinued them. If you want to
cheap out a bit or you want to squeeze this circuit into a tight place, I suggest polyester box
caps. The remaining pads are for the switches used to control the crossfeed. The switch pad
naming scheme is:. The normal switch configuration for the crossfeed uses two DPDT switches.
See below for an alternate arrangement using a rotary switch. S1 picks the crossfeed level, and
S2 is for bypassing or enabling the crossfeed circuit. This being a stereo circuit, there are two
channels. Although the modified Linkwitz circuit was envisioned to use a pair of DPDT toggle
switches, Scott Lindeman came up with two arrangements that each let you use a single 4P3T
rotary switch. The wiring is a bit more complex in each case and a rotary switch takes more
room than a pair of toggles, but you may prefer the look of a crossfeed selector knob to that of a
pair of toggle switches. The rotary setup also ensures that you can only pick one of 3 settings.
Lug A connects to lug 1, 2 or 3 depending on the knob position, B connects to , etc. The only
trick is that some of the solder lugs on the rotary switch are connected to their neighboring
lugs. The Silent configuration is a variation on this which eliminates the click you get in the
headphones when changing between crossfeed settings. It does this by ensuring that there is
always some resistance between input and output; in the other configurations, this connection
is momentarily interrupted when changing the crossfeed level, giving an audible click. The
switch lugs which are not mentioned in the table are not connected. I first build the amp without
crossfeed, and I make the wires from the input jacks to the amp board a little long. Once the
amp is working well, I cut the input wires roughly in half. This way, I can cut the wires exactly to
the right length. If you wire the crossfeed control toggles first, you can end up with hookup
wires that are too short or too long. The Modified Linkwitz crossfeed circuit attenuates the
signal going through it by roughly dB, depending on the source you use. The variance is
probably due to different source output impedances. Modified Linkwitz Crossfeed There are
several different publically-available crossfeed circuits. Parts The circuit uses four capacitors
and resistors, depending on whether you want single-level crossfeed or a high and low
crossfeed setting. The switch pad naming scheme is: S1 C 2 The first part tells you the switch,
the second the pad function, and the third the channel. The functions on S1 are H igh crossfeed,

C ommon, and L ow crossfeed. The functions on S2 are E nable, C ommon, and B ypass.
Channel This being a stereo circuit, there are two channels. Hooking it Up to an Amp I first build
the amp without crossfeed, and I make the wires from the input jacks to the amp board a little
long. Simple Way: Lug Pad A. Silent Way: Lug Pad A. Go back to Audiologica. Grief Support.
Chu O. Send Flowers. Share Chu's life story with friends and family. Beloved wife of the late
Hamm H. Visitation will be held on Thursday, March 22 from 6 to 9 p. Interment following at Fort
Lincoln Cemetery. Flowers, gifts and a guest register may be found at Published in The
Washington Post from Mar. No memorial events are currently scheduled. To offer your
sympathy during this difficult time, you can now have memorial trees planted in a National
Forest in memory of your loved one. Hines-Rinaldi Funeral Home. Plant Memorial Trees. May
God bless you and your As the days and weeks pass, and May your heart still be filled In the
loving memory of a wonderful May the love of friends and Grief can be so hard, but Get email
updates for this page. Add Memory. Posting Guidelines FAQ. March 22, Diane, I pray that the
love of God and the memories of your mom be comforting and healing for you and your family.
You are in my prayers and thoughts. March 20, To the Moy Family, We are very sorry to hear of
your loss. Please know that you all are in our thoughts and prayers. Invite others to add
memories. Share to let others add their own memories and condolences. Please allow 24 hours
for your entry to be reviewed for appropriate content. Send your condolence as a printed card
and it will be mailed to the family tomorrow. Send Flowers Send your deepest condolences with
fresh flowers. Plant a Tree Plant a tree to honor the memory of your loved one. No thanks. How
to Offer Condolences. Grief: What to Expect. Funeral Flower Etiquette. Browse Locations.
People Search Moy Chu Moy. Refine Your Search Results. Chu Siu C Moy, Resides in Chicago,
IL. Includes Address 2 Phone 1 Email 1. Also known as Chu Moy King. Includes Address 3
Phone 3. Resides in Rockville, MD. Includes Address 11 Phone 6 Email 4. Resides in Glenview,
IL. Lived In Chicago IL. Also known as Chu Kim Chan. Includes Address 4 Ph
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one 2. Includes Address 1. Includes Address 1 Phone 1. Resides in Athens, GA. Includes
Address 2 Phone 4 Email 5. Includes Address 1 Phone 2 Email 3. Resides in New York, NY.
Resides in San Francisco, CA. Includes Address 1 Email 1. Resides in San Mateo, CA. Resides
in Temple City, CA. Resides in Minneapolis, MN. Also known as Chu Moy, Powchu Moy.
Includes Address 9 Email 1. Resides in Whitestone, NY. Lived In Elmhurst NY. Includes Address
2 Phone 1. Resides in Woodside, NY. Resides in Rosemead, CA. Includes Address 3 Phone 7
Email 3. Includes Address 3 Phone 6 Email 3. Includes Address 5 Phone 2. Resides in San
Gabriel, CA. Includes Address 4 Phone 4 Email 3. Resides in Hamburg, NJ. Includes Address 3
Phone 1. Also known as Chu W Moy. Includes Address 2 Phone 3. Resides in Elmhurst, IL.
Includes Address 4 Phone 7 Email 2. Resides in Hacienda Heights, CA. Includes Address 7
Phone 10 Email 2. Statistics for all 25 Chu Moy results:. Our ethnicity data indicates the majority
is Caucasian.

